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Stable domains were introduced in a restricted form by Berry to characterise sequential algo- 
rithms, and subsequently used by Girard to model polymorphism. More recently they have also 
been studied by Coquand, Lamarche and Winskel. Completely independently, Diers investigated 
them as a generalisation of the well-known Gabriel-Ulmer duality to theories such as fields which 
involve unique disjunction; he called the maps functors with left multiadjoint. In this paper we 
argue that they are naturally the algebras for connected meets and directed joins, and develop 
a rich algebraic theory from this. 
We begin with a survey of the many strands of research which are brought together in this 
topic. Besides the main lines of polymorphism and disjunctive logic, we find that the same 
domains (but with continuous maps) arise in Jung’s classification of Cartesian closed categories 
of algebraic posets. Also, in this paper we make use of locally connected spaces, which have 
already been linked with indexed products and exponentials by Barr and Diaconescu. 
The major part of the paper is concerned with defining a monad on a category of spaces and 
continuous maps and showing that the category of algebras has as objects posets with directed 
joins such that every principal lower set is a continuous lattice, and as morphisms maps which 
preserve connected meets and directed joins. This is precisely analogous to Day’s result for con- 
tinuous lattices: in this case the functor gives filters of connected open sets and can only be defined 
over locally connected spaces. 
In the final section we prove that the category is Cartesian closed. Berry and Girard do this 
for their categories using the trace: an important concept also exploited by Diers to give an 
abstract notion of spectrum with many examples in ring theory and elsewhere. In general this 
gives rise to a factorisation system, as will be shown in another paper. Here we use a purely equa- 
tional technique, and it is very remarkable that this works because we have to show that directed 
joins and codirected meets commute; we are saved from this classic error in Analysis by the Berry 
order. 
1. Introduction 
I. I. A survey of stability 
1. Domain theory based on posets with directed joins and (Scott-continuous) func- 
tions preserving them has been in use in denotational semantics for nearly twenty 
years. More recently Berry [4], in pursuit of sequentiality and full abstraction, 
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motivated the additional condition (stability): having and preserving meets of pairs 
bounded above. Category-theorists will immediately recognise these as pullbacks. 
He showed (to everyone’s surprise) that there is a (very concrete) category of such 
domains which is Cartesian closed. Girard [19-211 has popularised this variant and 
used it to construct models of polymorphism; his argument for using them is that 
only stable functions actually arise in the study of type theory, and that Scott’s 
semantics introduces extraneous coding. 
2. The purpose of this paper is to present the algebraic theory which underlies these 
domains, which is somewhat richer than that of domains ir la Scott. Since we in- 
troduce the algebra by means of a monad over the earlier domains, we throw some 
light on the connection between these two theories. We shall also be discussing a 
much wider class of domains than Berry or anyone else since has used. Our category 
is nevertheless still Cartesian closed, although the proof given here is not a straight- 
forward generalisation of earlier work. 
3. The earlier accounts use a notion of finiteness (called very finite), namely of 
dominating only finitely many elements, which differs from that used both recently 
in domain theory and also for a long time in ring theory (Noetherian), topology 
(compact) and universal algebra (finitely presentable). This abolishes codirected 
meets and hence obscures the question of whether or not they should be preserved: 
categorically-minded workers including Coquand, Moggi and myself once assumed 
that the appropriate morphisms preserve (directed joins and) pullbacks, but it is now 
my belief that codirected meets should be also preserved. 
4. Girard himself [19, $1.71 has indicated that he had ‘wide’ pullbacks in mind, i.e. 
meets of possibly infinite sets bounded above. Moreover he implicitly uses codirected 
meets (in [21, $8.5.21) to construct the multiadjoint (trace) of a stable function. 
Girard and Berry both speak of ‘minimum’ preconditions on the argument to 
achieve a value of the result of a function. Another piece of evidence is the fact that 
the extensional order on partial functions between sets has directed joins and con- 
nected meets and postcomposition with another partial function preserves this struc- 
ture. What really clinches the argument, however, is the importance of the trace in 
this theory, and the existence of this is equivalent to preserving wide pullbacks. 
5. The argument that sequential functions are stable is as follows. Suppose that 
from certain data we have succeeded in computing a value. Since the computation 
path was uniquely determined by (part of) the data, it presented a particular se- 
quence of ‘obstacles’ (preconditions) which were overcome. This was achieved by 
use of a certain minimal portion of the data (some might have been discarded). In 
other words, for fixed reference data there is a least part of that data which would 
suffice to give the value. This is best illustrated by a non-example, parallel or, which 
returns true given true on either of its inputs, the other being possibly undefined, 
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and false given false on both inputs. Then the argument true, true does not satisfy 
this minimality condition. Such minimality is given precisely by the existence and 
preservation of arbitrary meets below any given point. There are, however, examples 
of stable functions which are not sequential. 
6. In this paper we study these meets below any point (equivalently connected 
meets), together with directed joins, from an algebraic viewpoint. The similarity 
with continuous lattices (and maps preserving directed joins and all meets) is strik- 
ing, and so we follow in the footsteps of Day [8]. He showed that this is the category 
of algebras for a monad over Set, Sp, or Pos, and that the corresponding algebraic 
operations are arbitrary meets distributing over directed joins. In our case we 
replace all by connected meets (i.e. excluding discrete ones) and filters of a// open 
sets by filters of connected open sets. It also turns out that we lose the case for Set 
and have to restrict attention to locally connected spaces, although there are still 
parallel results for posets, domains and locally connected locales. Once again this 
shows the power of monads as a formulation of algebra. 
7. The distributivity of meets over directed joins may alternatively be seen as con- 
tinuity of meet qua (infinitary) algebraic operation. I feel this needs little motiva- 
tion, as experience shows that anything in finitary category theory which is preserved 
or functorial should be continuous for domain theory. In fact we use continuity of 
binary meets quite frequently. On the other hand, this is another point on which 
we generalise (or rather, remove unnatural restrictions from) previous work, replac- 
ing algebraic by continuous domains. 
8. Much of domain theory has been concerned with replacing algebraic lattices with 
weaker structures, since v and T conflict with computational intuition. Boundedly 
complete (‘Scott’) domains abolish T but (in so far as they can) keep V, whilst bi- 
finite (‘SFP’) domains go further by allowing V to be ‘multiply valued’. Specifically, 
we demand enough minimal upper bounds of sets, in the sense that there is at least 
one mub below any given bound; altogether there may be zero, one or several mubs 
of any set of compact elements, but at most finitely many. To make matters even 
more complicated, the mubs may themselves have upper bounds, but we ask that 
the process of adding mubs must eventually stop. 
9. Now long-standing mathematical experience is that non-unique existence is a 
curse when it comes to building superstructure; in particular of course it usually 
necessitates Choice. More importantly, it is usually the uniqueness rather than the 
existence of universal constructions which is important, because in using the property 
we often have two candidates for the constrution and use their equality to continue 
the argument. Natural prejudice from algebra and category theory is therefore 
always to try to replace B by FI! and thereby make a function. 
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10. With these things in mind, the natural generalisation of V is a multijoin. For 
IcX, a multijoin is a set JCX such that 
(i) ZIJ, i.e. ViEI, jf5J. i5j; 
(ii) J is multiversal, i.e. Vxrl. B!~E J. j<x. 
For Z=0, J is then a I for each component of X. By binary multijoins we mean 
multijoins of pairs; Jmay have zero, one, finitely many or infinitely many elements. 
Infinity is allowed because Model Theory abhors finiteness. 
11. Johnstone [23], building on the work of Diers [9], has already shown the three- 
way correspondence amongst categories of models, classifying toposes and disjunc- 
tive theories, i.e. those whose axioms are coherent sequents in which we are allowed 
unique existence and unique disjunction. In fact the match is not precise, and the 
canonical example of fields needs extra axioms added for transcendence and 
characteristic zero. The reason for the mismatch is essentially a topological one: the 
subtopos whose points are fields of characteristic zero is closed but not open (cor- 
responding to the fact that we cannot say in a first-order way that a field has 
characteristic zero), whereas the topos obtained from the category of models is a 
presheaf topos (which, unlike the original one, is locally connected) in which this 
subtopos is open. 
12. Diers [ 121 proves a duality between ‘locally finitely multipresentable’ categories 
and categories with finite multilimits which generalises Gabriel-Ulmer duality [17]. 
However, as he states it, the functors are respectively homomorphisms (with a 
single-valued left adjoint) and (single-valued) functors preserving multilimits, 
whereas the more natural statement would, in my opinion, relate stable functors 
with multi-valued functors, and also use Cartesian natural transformations. An ex- 
ample of this is given by our monad: a continuous function f: X-+ Y (which gives 
rise to a stable function @T(X) + g(Y)) corresponds to a multifunction CQ( Y) + 
CQ(X); in terms of the theory (of “where am I?“) this translates propositions 
“in Yo” (a connected open set of Y) to disjunctions of similar propositions in X. 
13. Despite this, Diers makes extensive use of stable maps (with multiadjoints) and 
was aware of their factorisation into homomorphisms and discrete fibrations [l 11. 
He interprets the multiadjoint as a spectrum. For instance, the forgetful functor 
Intdom+ CRng from integral domains to commutative rings is stable, and the 
multiadjoint at a given ring R yields the set of quotients R/p by prime ideals p 
of R. There are numerous other examples involving rings, total orders and metric 
spaces. For this spectrum he also supplies a topology. He also defines multimonads 
and multi-algebraic theories [ 151. 
14. Generalising the idea of stability to categories, we encounter an ambiguity: did 
we mean “meets below any point” (wide pullbacks) or “connected meets” (in- 
cluding equalisers)? Diers adopts the stronger definition (for example the category 
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of fields), whilst Coquand uses the weaker. However, Lamarche has pointed out 
that both are mathematically respectable (the category of algebraically closed fields 
is an example of the weaker definition), and has generalised Diers’ multicolimits to 
polycolimits. The weaker definition now admits any group(oid) as a stable domain 
and any group(oid) homomorphism as a stable function, which seems to be straying 
rather a long way from the idea of “computability = continuity” which underlies 
domain theory. 
15. The same domains (but with Scott-continuous maps) have recently arisen in an- 
other context: Jung [26], extending Smyth’s result about Cartesian closed categories 
of algebraic domains to the case with uncountable base and without I, has shown 
that if the function-space of a domain with _L is algebraic then it is either bifinite 
or has connected meets. The classification in the absence of I is of course more 
complicated, but, remarkably, not very much so. Jung has also shown that bifinite 
posets do not admit models of Girard’s system F [21]. 
16. Although we have what 1 now believe to be the ‘right’ objects and morphisms 
in our (2-)category, if we apply the monad described in this paper to the pointwise 
order between continuous functions, then we get the pointwise order between stable 
maps. Now the Berry order appears to be more natural, and we see that we can 
obtain this from the monad with a new order between continuous functions. The 
inverse image of an open set under a continuous map is, by definition, open, and 
(with local connectedness) that of a connected open set is a disjoint union of con- 
nected opens. We say that one continuous function is Berry-bigger than another if 
(for every connected open in the codomain) there are additional components in the 
inverse image, disjoint from the existing ones, i.e. there are more but no bigger com- 
ponents. 
17. Finally there is another previously unconnected line of research which is brought 
in by this topic. We have already remarked that we have to restrict to locally con- 
nected spaces in order to define our monad. Barr and Diaconescu [l] have identified 
the corresponding notion of local connectedness in topos theory. This is characterised 
precisely in terms of the preservation of indexed products and exponentials-the 
same structure as that for which domain theory aims to give semantics! 
18. A footnote about methodology. I feel that the point of constructive mathematics 
is to give constructions. In this paper I have tried to give formulae for everything 
I could think of. Some of these come without proofs, but after one has proved an 
equality one has achieved nirvana, whereas the proof of an isomorphism involves 
practical knowledge. My proofs are written with [34] in mind: they are intended to 
be read as programs. 
19. Postscript. I am grateful to Pierre Ageron, Gerard Berry, Thierry Coquand and 
Francois Lamarche for their comments. Berry’s motivation was to find canonical 
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or optimal computations of recursive programs, which led to stability [3a; 3b; 3~1; 
he was influenced by Courcelle, Huet, Curien and Plotkin. He first discussed Carte- 
sian closed categories in [3d] and introduced dI-domains and the Berry order in 
[4; 4a]. However he and Diers were unaware of each other’s work and did not get 
an enthusiastic response, so the subject remained dormant until Girard [19; 201 ap- 
plied Berry’s ideas to polymorphism. Berry’s interest remained in sequentiality and 
full abstraction [4b; 4~1. 
20. Lamarche [30a] began by presenting Girard’s second order product [20] as quan- 
tification over the category of domains and rigid embeddings, and was the first to 
relate this with Diers’ work. Girard [19] had also found the beginnings of a model 
using categories instead of posets, and by analysing this, Lamarche found that 
evaluation does not preserve equalisers (cf. $14) and so it is necessary to generalise 
Diers’ multicolimits. I completed Girard’s model in [41], but Lamarche [30b] inter- 
preted Girard’s ideas differently and obtained a (non-stable) model similar to Joyal 
[25a]. 
21. Coquand [5] was motivated by the way domains are approximated by finite do- 
mains but the ideas of polycolimits are also implicit in his paper. Before Lamarche, 
Lair [28a] had already discussed Diers’ examples, together with Galois groups and 
algebraic closures, as instances of generalised universal constructions with ‘locally 
free diagrams’. He showed that these diagrams are unique in these cases, and also 
for the more complex case corresponding to the full inclusion in the category of 
fields-with-a-polynomial of those objects for which the polynomial has at least one 
root. 
22. The trace appears, thinly disguised, in all strands of the theory, as multicolimits 
(§§lO-14), moduli of computability [4], normal forms [18a; 191, generic objects 
[30a] and a factorisation system [I 1; 401. The simple characterisation of Cartesian 
transformations is proved in various special cases in [4; 21; 30a] and in general 
in [40]. 
23. The most elegant domain model of polymorphism remains Girard’s coherence 
spaces [20; 211, where the interpretation of simple types contains little besides the 
interpretations of their A-terms. This happens because the ‘subuniformity’ of points 
of quantified types [38, $4.4.2; 71 becomes a ‘uniformity’. This was first observed 
by Moggi [33a], who identified a property of the category of domains and (rigid) 
embeddings which is in fact that it is atomic [l]; uniformity then follows from 
preservation of pullbacks by a stable functor into a poset-so the result does not 
extend to categorical domains. Other examples of atomic categories which are 
categories of models of disjunctive theories are the categories of fields and of linear 
orders. These have two further properties of domain-theoretic interest, namely 
countably saturated models (universal domains [39], algebraically closed fields and 
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Q respectively), and that all natural transformations into them are Cartesian (the 
latter was implicitly proved for dilators in [18a; 23a]). 
24. It was originally hoped that more complex stable domains would lead to even 
leaner models of polymorphism. This has turned out not to be the case: the ‘in- 
tersection’ in the interpretation of the booleans would become more complex in 
non-bounded-complete models [21 (reprint); 421, and cardinality problems appear 
to preclude such models anyway. However several interesting novelties have arisen 
from the study, notably linear logic [20a; 211 and various unexplained connections 
with categorical logic such as $17 and in [40]. For example, in a Cartesian closed 
category of bounded-complete stable domains, (bounded) binary meets in the do- 
mains must distribute over arbitrary joins, but not necessarily arbitrary meets over 
directed joins, i.e. slices of the domain must be frames, but not necessarily con- 
tinuous. Finally, for the record, my motivation was fields 138, $2.5.81, the gap in 
[3, $8.41 which had already been filled by [23], and, of course, [21]. 
1.2. Continuous lattices and pose& 
We shall need a number of standard results about continuous lattices (for which 
see [18; 24, Chapter VII]). By a domain we shall simply mean a poset with directed 
joins (VT): since we are not interested in fixed point properties, we have no need 
for 1. 
Definition 1.2.1. Recall that xey (read: way below) in a domain if, whenever 
ye V’z,, we already have XI Zi for some i. A domain is continuous if every ele- 
ment is +-approximated, i.e. 
VXEX. x-vq x where ix := {x’EX: x’ex}, 
This says that amongst all the ideals with join x (of which ix is the greatest), there 
is a least, namely 4x. Notice that it suffices that every principal lower set 
lx := {X’EX: X’SX} 
be continuous. 
Proposition 1.2.2. A complete lattice X is continuous iff it has the following 
directed distributivity property. Let (Xjk: j E J, k E K( j)} be a family of elements of 
X such that {Xjk: k E K( j)} is directed for each j E J. Let M= nj K( j), i.e. the set 
of functions m : J+ Uj,,K(j) with b’j. m(j) E K(j); this is componentwise 
directed. Then 
VT A Xj,m(j)= A VT Xjk. 
meM jeJ jeJ kcK(k) 
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Proof. Apply the adjoint functor theorem to the functor VT : Idl X-t X: this pre- 
serves meets iff distributivity holds, and the left adjoint (if it exists) is f. 0 
We shall usually consider domains to carry the Scott topology, in which a directed 
join lies in an open set iff some term in it already does. The following results (like 
directed distributivity above) are standard: we include them here because they com- 
prise most of what we need to know about continuous posets. 
Exercise 1.2.3. In a continuous poset, 
(a) xty = xly and X’<X~YIY‘* x’<y’, and 
(b) the sets fx := { y: x-+y} are open in the Scott topology and form a base for it. 
Lemma 1.2.4. The Q relation on a continuous domain has the interpolation prop- 
erty: if xez, then xeyez for some y. 
Proof. Consider the set S = { LI E X: Zy E X. u Q y 4 z}. We first show that S is an 
ideal; it is clearly nonempty and down-closed. If uI, u2 E S, then u;ey, +z for some 
y,, y, EX. Then since iz is directed we can find yez with y1 ryry,, and then since 
1 y is directed we can find z a y (whence z E S) with zI I z 2 z2. Also, we clearly have 
V’~=V~{v~iy: yez}=Vt(y: yaz}=z. But by hypothesis XQZ, so XES. 0 
Exercise 1.2.5. A function between domains is Scott-continuous iff it preserves 
directed joins. 
Lemma 1.2.6. A Scott-continuous retract of a continuous poset is continuous. 
Proof. Let f =f2 :X+X in IPO with image Y. We first show that if XEX, y E Y 
with x~y in X, then fxty in Y. For if y< VLb = VL b for directed bC Y, then 
XI y’ for some y’~ b and so fxsfy’ = y’ in Y. Hence for y E Y we have 
y=fy=f 
( 
VT{x.X: x9,y) 
X > 
=VT{f x: xa,y}5VTJy 
Y Y 
as required, checking that the sets are indeed directed. 0 
Definition 1.2.7. A homomorphism is a continuous function h :X-+ Y with a left 
adjoint c (with respect to the pointwise order); c itself is called a comparison. If 
c; h = id, then the mono c is called an embedding and the epi h a projection. 
Lemma 1.2.8. (a) h preserves all meets which exist. 
(b) c preserves joins and the Q relation. 
(c) Embeddings reflect Q. 
(d) The pullback of a projection against any continuous map is a projection. 
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Proof. (a) Adjoint functor theorem. 
(b) Let x0+x, and cxl <y = Vtyj. Then x1 5 h(V’y,) = V’hy; by adjointness and 
continuity of h. But then x,,lpy, for some i and so cxo<y, as required. 
(c) Let xo<xl 5x’= V’x,! with cxo~cxl. Then for some i, cxo 5 cx; and so x0 = 
h(cx,)Ih(cx~!)=x;. 
(d) The pullback of the projection p (with e ip) against the continuous map f is 
constructed in the same way in Set, Pos and Dom. We just have to check that the 
obvious thing, (id, f; e), gives the left adjoint. q 
1.3. L-domains 
We shall now introduce Jung’s [26] category of L-domains. 
Definition 1.3.1. A connected meet in a poset P is the meet of over a diagram which 
is connected in the order-theoretic sense; thus pullbacks (meets of pairs with an 
upper bound) and codirected meets are connected but top and binary meets are not. 
In the categorical case, equalisers are also connected, although they are not simply 
connected as required in [39]. 
Lemma 1.3.2. The following are equivalent for a poset P: 
(a) P has connected meets; 
(j3) P has pullbacks and codirected meets; 
(y) for all p E P, Ip has arbitrary meets; 
(6) for all p E P, lp is a complete lattice. 
(E) P has multijoins ($1.1.10). 
Proof. ((x * p) Since any (connected) diagram is the filtered union of its finite (con- 
nected) subdiagrams, any meet may be calculated as a codirected meet of finite 
meets. In posets finite connected diagrams reduce essentially to zig-zags, whose 
meets may be calculated using pullbacks. In categories we need to use equalisers too. 
(/I @ y) Pullbacks are binary meets below a fixed point, and codirected meets are 
eventually (and w.1.o.g. always) so also. 
(y ej 6) Standard; the adjoint functor theorem for posets. 
(6 es E) Likewise a poset is a complete lattice iff it has arbitrary joins, and having 
multijoins is the same as having joins below any element. 0 
We are interested in connected meets, and wish to state directed distributivity for 
them. However it is difficult to see how this might be defined, other than that ar- 
bitrary meets distribute over directed joins below any efement. In particular, 
directed distributivity says that meet, considered as a function of several (possibly 
infinitely many) arguments, is continuous in each of them separately (and hence 
jointly), but pullback is contravariant is one of its three arguments. 
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Proposition 1.3.3. The following are equivalent for a domain X: 
((x) X has connected meets which distribute over directed joins. 
(p) for all XE X, lx is a continuous lattice; 
(y) X has +approximation, binary multijoins and I in each component; 
(6) X is continuous and for all x E X, lx is a lattice. 
Proof. Observe that binary multijoins, _L in each component and directed joins suf- 
fice to give all multijoins. 0 
Definition 1.3.4. Such a domain we call an L-domain, because it is obtained by 
patching together Lattices. Write LDom for the (2-)category consisting of L- 
domains, continuous maps (and the pointwise order). They already look like 
algebras for connected meets distributing over directed joins, so Scott-continuous 
maps are not their ‘natural’ morphisms; we shall see this formally later. 
Lemma 1.3.5. A (Scott-continuous) retract of an L-domain is an L-domain. 
Proof. A retract of a continuous domain is continuous (1.2.6). For xE Xa Y, 
l,xa l,i(x) and a retract of a lattice is a lattice. 0 
Note 1.3.6. Later we shall use the term stable domain to mean the same kind of 
object. However since we shall change the morphisms (and thereby obtain an ex- 
ceedingly rich theory) we regard stable and L-domains as different things. 
2. Connected open sets 
2. I. Local connectedness 
Day’s [8] characterisation of continuous lattices (with arbitrary meets) uses filters 
of arbitrary open sets. We shall show that a similar result holds with connected in- 
stead. This requires us to have a good supply of connected open sets, and so we have 
to restrict to locally connected spaces. For a point of a space we have its filter of 
open neighbourhoods (open sets containing it); for a general space, there need be 
no connected open neighbourhood of a given point (and hence no filter): again we 
need local connectedness. Consequently this paper is not applicable to Stone spaces, 
which have hitherto been the heroes of categorical logic [24]. In particular we cannot 
replace the Scott topology on gdorn with the Lawson topology because in the im- 
portant special case of algebraic lattices (or even coherent algebraic domains) it is 
a Stone space. 
Definition 2.1.1. An open set is connected if it has no nontrivial expression as a dis- 
joint union of open sets. This condition is also intended for an empty indexing set, 
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so in particular a connected set is nonempty. We may write the condition on I/ as 
a scheme of axioms, one for each (‘discrete’) set I, as follows: 
r\ [UjflUj=o]nlU=$J Uij 'y [U=U[]* 
r#j 
For I= 2 and 1= 0 we have the particular cases 
Notice that it is provable from this that the disjunction on the right is disjoint (uni- 
que), so connected open sets are an example of a disjunctive theory. We can make 
the corresponding definition for elements of a frame (locale), simply replacing U, 
fl and 0 by V, A and 0. Classically, the case for infinite I is redundant, but for an 
arbitrary base topos, even though “i #j” requires I to be decidable, this is no longer 
true. 
We shall generally (but not always) use U, V, etc. for connected open sets. The 
notation u is used for a disjoint union. 
Exercise 2.1.2. An open set which is connected in the order- or (undirected) graph- 
theoretic sense with respect to the specialisation order is connected in the topological 
sense. 
Definition 2.1.3. A topological space is locally connected if every open set is the 
union of the connected open sets which it contains. 
Lemma 2.1.4. A space is locally connected iff every open set is uniquely expressible 
as a disjoint union of connected open sets (called its components). 
Proof. (t) is obvious, so for (-) let X be locally connected and UCX open. Let 
C= { V/connected open: VC U}, so by hypothesis U C = CT. Let - be the equivalence 
relation on C generated by the relation Vi tl V, #0. Since Vi fl V, is by hypothesis 
a union of connected open sets, the latter is equivalent to ?IVE C. I/C V, fl V2. 
For I/E C, let [VI = U { V’E C: I/- I”>. This is open and contains V, so by local 
connectedness the union over V of these sets is U. If [V,]Il [I$] #0, then V, - 
I’,‘- Vi - V, for some V,’ and I$‘, so Vi - V, and [V,] = [V,]. Hence U is the disjoint 
union of the ([VI: I/EC}. 
Let [VI = ui Wj with W, disjoint; then V= Hi (Vtl Wj) so VC Wjo for some io. 
By induction on the definition of - we show that V- I/‘= V’C W$. It suffices to 
do this for one step, so suppose Vn V’#0. By connectedness of I/‘= Hi (Vn w;), 
V’= V’tl wj, for some (unique) i, . But 0 # V’fl Vc V’n I4$, so ii = iO and V’c IV&. 
Hence [V] = WI, and is connected. 
We have now expressed U as a disjoint union of connected open sets and it re- 
mains to show that this is unique. If U= u, V, = ui WI are two such decomposi- 
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tions, let KY = V, fl WJ ; then V, = n,- L$ so Vi. ZI!j. V, = 7;,, say V, = T,jcl,, and 
similarly Wj= ~(j,,j; hence i : J+ I and j : I + J are mutually inverse bijections with 
K/i= wy,;,. 0 
For an open set U of a locally connected space, KU denotes its set of components. 
As before we can define locally connected locales, and the lemma translates im- 
mediately. 
Finally, a topological space is 7i, if any two distinct points have some open set 
containing one but not the other. There is no need for such a definition with locales. 
In the case of domains the topological and order-theoretic or (undirected) graph- 
theoretic senses of connectedness coincide, so every domain is automatically T, and 
locally connected. 
Warning 2.1.5. For a continuous domain the basic open set fx need not be con- 
nected. For example, take N U {m} with the usual order: Tco is empty; alternatively 
in N U (q a, b}, where 03 5 a, b, it is disconnected. 
Definition 2.1.6. Write LCSp, LCLoc and Dom for the 2-categories of locally con- 
nected To-spaces, locally connected locales and (locally connected) domains. The 
morphisms in each case are (Scott) continuous maps (the opposite of frame homo- 
morphisms). The 2-cells arise pointwise respectively from the specialisation order, 
inclusion of open sets and the given order relation. Pos denotes the 2-category of 
posets, monotone maps and the pointwise order. 
2.2. Connected open filters 
For X a domain or a locally connected To-space, write Q(X) for its lattice of 
(Scott) open sets, which we consider to be a locale. For P a poset, write Y(P) for 
the lattice of upper sets, which is also a locale (the Alexandroff topology). For A 
a locale, write C(A) for its subposet of connected elements. So CQ(X) is the poset 
of connected open sets of a space or domain X and CY(P) is the poset of upper 
sets of P which are connected in the sense of (undirected) graphs. In both cases these 
are ordered by inclusion, but since they consist of upper sets, bigger sets have 
smaller elements. 
For C any poset, let Filt(C) be the poset of filters (nonempty subsets @CC with 
Vc,, c2 E 0. ZCE @. CI cl, c,), ordered by inclusion. Observe Filt(C) = Idl(CoP), so 
this is an algebraic domain and may be given the Scott topology, and continuous 
maps Filt(C) -+X correspond bijectively to monotone maps Cop + /Xl, where the 
latter denotes the poset of points of X with the specialisation order. Bigger filters 
contain smaller open sets (in the case where C= C(A)), which in turn contain bigger 
elements, so X and Filt CQ(X) are now ‘the same way up’. 
Definition 2.2.1. For a space X, let gsp(X) = Filt CL?(X) with the Scott topology; 
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likewise for a domain D, let gdom(D) = Filt CQ(D). For a poset P, let g&P) = 
(C!P(P))‘“. Finally, for a locale A, let @,,,,(A) = 2C(A)0P. 
Lemma 2.2.2. The following diagram commutes: 
where additionally the composites along the top and bottom are Y. 
Proof. This is simply because g is defined as the composites of C : Lot + Pos with 
functors such as Q, Idl and Scott. To check that the above formulae are correct, 
open sets of Filt C correspond (bijectively and preserving and reflecting order) to 
lower sets of C and hence to monotone functions Cop + 2. 0 
In other words, the four 9s are essentially the same, and we shall use the sub- 
scripts to indicate whether we are thinking of gJX) as a space, or @r,,(X) as a 
locale, or g&X) as a poset or gdo,,,(X) as a poset with directed joins. 
Lemma 2.2.3. The sets ??U= (q3: UE@}CSJX), for UECQ(X), form a base 
for the topology on g,,(X), and T?UCS?/ iff HUE& where TU= { VECSZ(X): 
UC V} E 9-JX). 
Proof. The Scott topology on a space of filters is based by upper sets of compact 
filters, and a filter is compact iff it is the upper set of an element. 0 
In the localic case, we may recognise 17 : C(A) -+ @&4) = 2c(A)op as the Yoneda 
em bedding. 
Exercise 2.2.4. Let X be locally connected and @E Filt CQ(X). Then @ is a semi- 
lattice, i.e. it has binary meets and a greatest element. 
Proposition 2.2.5. 
(a) sdo,,,(X) is an algebraic L-domain. 
(b) $&X) has I in each component and binary multijoins. 
Proof. (a) We already know that gdom(X) is algebraic, so it remains to construct 
connected meets. Let @(_, :1-t gd,,(X) b e a connected diagram and @ = nj Qi; we 
aim to show that @C CO(X) is a filter. Each pi has some component of X as top 
element, and by connectedness of the diagram they must share the same component, 
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which is therefore in the intersection and this is nonempty. Applying the same argu- 
ment with X replaced by Ufl V, where U, I/E @, there is some connected open 
WCU, V in @. 
(b) The IS correspond to the components of X and the multijoins to the compo- 
nent decompositions of intersections. 0 
2.3. The functor 
The idea of S(f) is simply the image: 
~p,,(f)(U)=fwl:={f(~):~~U}; (2.3.1) 
recall that the image of a connected set is connected (we shall use the notation f [U] 
again). This does not extend immediately to spaces because the image of an open 
set need not be open. Let f: X-t Y be continuous (in LCSp, LCLoc or Dom). In 
order to define a Scott-continuous function S(f) : gdom(X) + gddom( Y), it is 
necessary and sufficient to define a monotone function CQ(X)op + Filt CQ(Y). 
Thus for UECSZ(X), let 
9&(f)(tU)={VECQ(Y): Ucf-l(v>}. (2.3.2) 
This is obviously an upper set and anti-monotone in U, and defines 
?FSp(f)(@)={VECQ(Y): zIUE@. UCfrn’(V)}. (2.3.3) 
Lemma 2.3.4. @(f)(tU) is a filter in CL?(Y). 
Proof. Again we need to use local connectedness. The component decomposition 
Y= u YU 
~EK(Y) 
yields a disjoint decomposition of X via f -‘, although the parts need not be con- 
nected (they are disjoint by the definition of a function). Hence UCfplY”” for 
some (unique) aO, and V= Yao~9(f)(tU) since it is connected. Similarly, if V is 
the component of V, rl Vz which contains f [ U], where V,, V, E @(f)(t U), then 
v/E s-‘(f)(T U). 0 
The localic form of @is given by 
(2.3.5) 
(2.3.6) 
(2.3.7) 
Lemma 2.3.8. .tF preserves identities and composition. 
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Proof. Clearly g(id)(f V) = TU. Let f : X -+ Y and g : Y-+ 2 be continuous and 
UE CQ(X). Then 
S(g)(qf)(Tu)) = {WE CLqZ): 2VE CLyY). ucf-‘(V)A vcg-‘(IV)}. 
We use the decomposition of g-‘(W) to reduce this to 
{WECQ(Z): ucf~‘(g-‘(W))}=~(f;g)(rCr). 0 
Lemma 2.3.9. S is faithful. 
Proof. Let J g : X 3 Y with S(f) = g(g). Then 
VUE CQ(X), VE CQ(Y). UCf -l(V) H LTgP’(V). 
Using the decomposition off -l(V) and g-‘(V) (by local connectedness of X) we 
deduce that f-‘(V) =g-‘(V) for V connected. Using local connectedness of Y we 
extend this to all open V, and so the inverse image functions are equal. By TO, 
f=g. 0 
Lemma 2.3.10. @preserves and reflects natural transformations. 
Proof. Let f, g : X Z Y. We want to show that 
VVEQ(Y). f-‘(V)cg-‘(V) @ V~!J E Filt CL&X). $(f)(@)cS(g)(@). 
We can reduce the left-hand side to connected I/ by local connectedness of Y, and 
the right-hand side to @ = 7 U by continuity. By local connectedness of X, both sides 
reduce to 
VUE CQ(X), I/E CQ(Y). ucf-l(V) * UcgP1(V) 
and the result follows. q 
9 is not continuous on horn-sets with respect to this order. However we shall see 
in Proposition 4.1.2 that there is another order, the Berry order, which is also 
preserved and reflected by @(f ). The functor is continuous on horn-sets with respect 
to this order. 
2.4. Connected open neighbourhoods 
The unit of Day’s monad defining continuous lattices was the filter of open neigh- 
bourhoods of a point. For XEXELCS~ or Dom, let 
~~(x)={UECQ(X):xEu}. (2.4.1) 
The poset form is simply the up-closure: 
r$yx) = TX. (2.4.2) 
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Recall that the typical basic open set of @JX) is 
Ttu={q&qX): UE@} 
for U E CL?(X). 
(2.4.3) 
Lemma 2.44. qX(x) is a filter and qx :X+ $JX) is continuous. 
Proof. The component of X containing x is the greatest element of vx(x), and like- 
wise Un I/ has a component containing x. For continuity, qx(x) E TT U iff U E qx(x> 
iff xE U. So qi’(TI‘U)= U. q 
Lemma 2.4.5. Let A be a locally connected locale. Then 
q*:“%I~U{u~C(A):rtuc+Z}, q*:a-U{ttu:ueK(a)}. 
are the direct and inverse image parts of a continuous map VA : A + @IO,(A) which 
coincides with qx in the case A = Q(X). 
Proof. Observe that 11 Ufl tt V= { 0: UE @A VE @}, which is the disjoint union of 
tt W over the components W of Un I/. It follows that q* preserves disjoint unions 
(keeping them disjoint) and binary meets; since it is onto it also preserves T and 
_L. A general connected open set in @,,,,(A) is a connected join of ttu and may be 
canonically so expressed by taking all possible U; it follows by monotonicity that 
q * is well defined. Clearly, q * has been defined to coincide with the spatial version. 
r* preserves disjoint unions, so )?* ;q * = idA. Conversely, u 77 c/i< TtU U;, SO 
v*;r*~i4~,oc,A~ and y~*+ul*. 0 
Corollary 2.46. q * preserves connectedness and q* preserves disjoint unions; such 
a map we call locally dense. 0 
Exercise 2.4.7. qX is an isomorphism iff X is an algebraic domain and every con- 
nected subset of Xr, has a least element. 
Lemma 2.4.8. q : id + 5 is natural. 
Proof. We have to show that the following diagram commutes for f: X-+ Y con- 
tinuous: 
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In terms of elements (i.e. for LCSp), for xEX, 
@&)(qx(x)) = (V-E CQ(Y): 3IuE CQ(X). XE UA Ucf-‘(V>} 
which reduces by local connectedness to qr(f(x>). For the localic version, we only 
have to show that 
&,c(f)-‘(ttV)=~{ttU: UeK(f-l(V))} 
but @ E g(X) is in either side iff f-](V) E @. 0 
2.5. Neighbourhoods of sets 
We can define the filter of connected open neighbourhoods of any connected set, 
not just of a singleton. (An arbitrary subset of a space is connected iff it is connected 
in the subspace topology.) For CCX connected, let 
qx(C) = { UE CQ(X): CE U}; (2.5.1) 
this is nonempty because C lies in a component of X, and it is easy to show that 
it is a filter. In particular if WE CQ(X), 
Q(U)=TU. (2.5.2) 
The poset form is equally simple, 
?$““<c> = T[C]. (2.5.3) 
A nucleus j on a locale A is connected if j(u U,) = 1 + S! i. j(U;) = 1; then 
IjlA<j) = { U:j(U) = l} E $d&A) (2.5.4) 
(this defines a point, not an open set, of S(A)). The relevance of this is that we have 
%,(f)OU) =rlrcf[Ul) (2.5.5) 
where f[C] := {f(x): XE C} is connected. This extends to arbitrary connected 
sets C: 
@-&)(‘lx(C)) = rru-[Cl). 
We also have 
(2.5.6) 
rlx(C)=n(rlx(x):xEC}=nrlx[Cl. (2.5.7) 
Notice our careful use of special brackets: f[C] denotes the set of f(x) for XE C, 
and qx(C) is an ‘overloading’ of q where the argument is a connected set rather 
than an element. 
2.6. Locally connected toposes 
In this paper we shall work with component decompositions, but there is a slicker 
way of expressing local connectedness. Let U be any open set of a locally connected 
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space X; we have written K(U) for its set of components. Because each component 
of a smaller set must lie in a unique component of a larger, this extends to a functor 
K : Q(X) + Set. For any set Y, we write d(Y) for the discrete space with points Y. 
There is a continuous map U-AK(U) (which sends the whole of any component 
to its ‘name’), and this is universal in the sense that a map U+d(Y) to a discrete 
space factors as ZJ+oK((l)+d(Y). 
More generally, if U is a sheaf on X, it also splits into components, but now we 
can regard the discrete space as a constant sheaf on X. Then the universal property 
above becomes 
where T(U) is the set of global sections of a sheaf, i.e. continuous maps from X 
splitting the local homeomorphism which displays U over X. K and r are functors 
& = Shv(X) + 9= Set and n : Y+ &. 
In general, A : 9-G is the inverse image functor of a geometric morphism, and 
preserves finite limits and arbitrary colimits. This means that we can do type- 
theoretic constructions in B involving finitary operators, equations, finite conjuc- 
tions, existential quantification and arbitrary disjunctions, i.e. geometric logic, and 
these will be preserved by A. In the case where & is (sheaves on) a locally connected 
space, A has a left adjoint (namely K), and consequently preserves infinitary limits, 
operations and conjunctions (and in fact also function-spaces and implications). 
Actually, this is not quite right. Simply having a left adjoint K makes d preserve 
limits indexed by sets: if Y is some (‘more complex’) topos, its logic involves index- 
ing over its own objects, which are not just discrete sets. What we need is that K 
be an Y-indexed left adjoint. In this case we say that & is a locally connected topos 
over 9, or that (A,T) : &+ 9 is a locally connected geometric morphism. 
Barr and Pare [2] have demonstrated in detail this link between local connected- 
ness and preserving infinitary first-order predicate logic (including indexed pro- 
ducts, as needed for infinitary operations). They call a topos & with this property 
molecular because its objects (‘sheaves’) are disjoint unions (relative to 9) of in- 
decomposable components. These components are called molecules because they 
may be very complicated, unlike the atoms to which they reduce in the case where 
A is logical (preserves the subobject classifier, Q): atoms have no nontrivial sub- 
object. This phenomenon is discussed in [l], and is related to the versions of stable 
domain theory studied by Girard and Lamarche. 
In Section 4 we shall show that the category of stable domains and stable func- 
tions is Cartesian closed; it is very interesting to note that the precondition we need 
for constructing this category (viz. local connectedness) is itself closely linked with 
the same kind of structure. There must surely be a reason for this! 
It would be nice to be able to extend the constructions of this paper to locally con- 
nected toposes. Unfortunately this is not possible in the obvious way, because 
C(8)= K-‘(l) is a large category. The analogue of $rOc(G) would be the functor 
category [K-i(l), Set], which is illegitimate and so not a (Grothendieck) topos. 
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Even starting with (the topos of sheaves on) the Sierpinski space, we find ourselves 
freely adding pullbacks to the category l + l , whereas in the localic version we were 
merely filling in missing intersections. 
3. The algebraic theory 
3.1. Algebras for the pointed endofunctor 
It turns out that we can find the algebras without the need for the multiplication 
part (,u) of the monad. 
Definition 3.1.1. Given an (endo)functor @: g + ‘8 and a natural transformation 
(point) q : id 4 $, an algebra for (@, ~_r) is an object XE g together with a structure 
map < : g’(X) -+X such that the triangle 
commutes. We can think of g(X) as “all polynomials in variables {x: xeX} for 
the operations of the algebra”, qX(x) as “the polynomial x” and r(p) for p E g”(X) 
as “p multiplied out in the structure (A’, 5)“. 
We shall express the connected meet structure on a stable domain D in terms of 
a map sD: g(D) + D. To define such a continuous map, it is necessary and suffi- 
cient to give a monotone function CQ(D)op + D. This takes a connected open set 
to its (connected) meet. For general @ E sdom(D), 
E&)=V?A u: UE#) (3.1.2) 
Lemma 3.1.3. qDi Ed. 
Proof. For XED, @ E g(D), we prove that 
X5&,@ iff VY: XE fy. XIUE @. UC fy iff q&x)cf$. 
(a) Recall that x is e-approximated. Then for ZQX, 
ZG&g@ * XJE@ZI/\U 
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By -&interpolation (1.2.4) we can improve this to 
y*&D@ * 2UE@. VUE u. YQU 
e BUEQ. ucfy 
* YI&DCp. 
(b) Let ~8 be any basis for the topology on D; in particular 95’ may be Q(D), 
{ fy: y ED} or C&?(D). Then the validity of 
VWECz?3:XE w. zIUEf$. UC w 
is independent of .?A’. 0 
Lemma 3.1.4. qD;cD= 1,. 
Proof. For XE D, clearly E~(Y]&x)) = VT {/\ U: XE U} 5x. Let x’@x, so XE UC fx’ 
for some UE CQ(X); it suffices to show that x’s sD(qD(x)). But x’s A U, which 
occurs in the join. 0 
Corollary 3.1.5. qD is an embedding and &o a projection. L] 
Lemma 3.1.6. More generally, eD(qo(C)) = /\ C for a connected set. 
Proof. Ed is a right adjoint and so preserves meets, and so 
ED(vD(C))=ED(A VD[CI) (by 2.5.7) 
=AQJ~~[CII (by 3.1.3) 
=/\c (by 3.1.4). 0 
Lemma 3.1.7. (X, <) is an algebra for (@, q) iff X is an L-domain and < = Ed, 
Proof. Firstly, X must be an L-domain, because qx;r=idx makes Xa@(X), and 
L-domains are closed under Scott-continuous retracts (1.3.5). Hence aX exists and, 
since Qx; aX = id, it is a structure map. On the other hand, E~ZG~ since qx-i eX, so 
it only remains to prove r 5 ax. It suffices to test this for compact filters, i.e. those 
of the form TU=vx(U). But 
~(VAW) =<(A vlxtw (by 2.5.7) 
s /\ < [qx [ U]] (by monotonicity) 
=/\u (< is a structure map) 
=E,.J~~(U)) (by 3.1.6). 0 
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Exercise 3.1.8. Show that the algebras for the monad on Pos are posets with con- 
nected meets (1.3.1). The inclusion (by Idl) in the category of algebras for the other 
versions of the monad gives neither all algebraic stable domains nor all stable func- 
tions between them: characterise the ones it does give. 
3.2. Homomorphisms for the algebras 
Definition 3.2.1. A homomorphism of (@, q)-algebras from (X, 5) to (Y, v) is a map 
f: X+ Y in g which ‘preserves the structure’ in the sense that 
commutes; then we may ‘substitute and calculate’ (clockwise) or ‘calculate and sub- 
stitute’ (anticlockwise). What are the homomorphisms of our algebras? Equivalently, 
since only E is allowed as a structure map, with respect to what morphisms is E 
natural? We must find out when this square commutes for 5 = eD and v = Ed. 
Definition 3.2.2. Given a function f: X + Yin LDom, a left multiadjoint is a func- 
tion k: Y-*9(X) with the property that 
y<f(x) iff 9!x’~k(y). x’5x. 
Proposition 3.2.3. The following are equivalent for f: X+ Y in LDom: 
(a) f is an &-homomorphism; 
(/I) f preserves all connected meets; 
(y) f preserves meets of connected open sets; 
(6) for all x E X, the restriction off to lx + 1. f(x) has a left adjoint; 
(E) f has a left multiadjoint; 
(&‘) for al1 YE Y, fP’(Ty) is a disjoint union of principal upper sets. 
Proof. (a * p) Consider commutativity of the square at @ = qx(C). By (3.1.6), 
c,,&x(C)) = A C, and by (2.5.6), S(f)(qx(C)) = q?y( f [Cl>. Substituting these, 
the clockwise route gives Af [C] and the anticlockwise route f(l\ C). 
(/3 * 7) Trivial. 
(y * (x) What we have is precisely commutativity of the square at compact filters. 
Since the functions are continuous and g(X) is algebraic, it holds everywhere. 
(p * S) Adjoint Functor Theorem. 
(6 G E) x/~/c(y) is the value of this adjoint at ye If(x). 
(EH [)fP’(Ty)=~{Txf:x’~k(y)}. q 
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Definition 3.2.4. Such a map, which preserves directed joins and connected meets, 
is called stable. (Occasionally we use this word to refer specifically to the meet struc- 
ture). A stable domain is just an L-domain, but we use the different term to indicate 
its different morphisms. Write SDom for the category of stable domains and maps. 
There is an obvious forgetful functor U : SDom + LDom (we just forget that a func- 
tion preserves connected meets), and we shall use this also for the composites with 
the other forgetful functors to LCSp, LCLoc and Dom. 
Proposition 3.2.5. For any continuous f: X-+ Y, g(f) is a stable map. 
Proof. The slick proof is to construct the multiadjoint. Essentially this takes I/ to 
the set of components of f-‘(V). More precisely, the compact filter TV’ is mapped 
to the set k(T V) = {TU: UE K(f-l(V))). Checking the multiadjunction for this, 
t vc g(f)(@) * VE @If)(@) (g(f)(@) is an upper set) 
* ?IILTE 0. U&(V) (by 2.3.3) 
H XI! UE K(f-l(V)). CJEQI (take U largest) 
cs a!@‘Ek(tV). @‘CO (namely @‘= t U). 
The multiadjoint extends to arbitrary filters as follows: 
k(v)={@‘: VU‘EQ’. ZIV-EV/, &K(f-l(V)). UcU’}; (3.2.6) 
then t,~cg(f) iff X!@‘E k(v). @‘CC), where 
$J’= {U/E@: ZVE I,//, UE K(f-l(V)). UC U’}. c7 (3.2.7) 
Corollary 3.2.8. 9= F;U for a functor F : LCSp 4 SDom. 0 
Again we shall abuse notation and allow the argument of F to be a domain or 
locally connected space or locale. 
3.3. Adjunction, monad and algebras 
Proposition 3.3.1. F-I U, with q and counit E. 
Proof. We showed one of the triangular identities in (3.1.4); for the other: 
\! id E:+(X) 
S(X). 
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By continuity we need only show this for @ = TU= r;lx(U) with UE CQ(X). Then 
es@q(rlx)(vlx(~>)) = c t~~x~(~~~x~(~x[~l)) (by 2.54 
=hlxWl (by 3.1.6) 
(by 2.5.7) 
where we have avoided discussing sets of sets of sets of sets by using the overloaded 
q and special brackets. Cl 
It is instructive to see the adjoint correspondence. 
f:X- U(D) 
@(f);~, : F(X) -+ D 
and 
tu- V’{A v: UCf_‘(V)} 
f$ - VT { /\ I/: 3UE @. ucf-l(V)} 
S: F(X)-tD 
(3.3.2) 
(3.3.3) 
by 
qx;s :x-, U(D) 
x ++ s(yI,x-w (3.3.4) 
Vtt u {UECQ(X): ttucs-‘(V)}. (3.3.5) 
Corollary 3.3.6. Any Scott-continuous map between L-domains factors as a locally 
dense map (q-see Corollary 2.4.6) followed by a stable map. 0 
Definition 3.3.7. The connected open filter monad is that derived from the adjunc- 
tion. The multiplication part of a monad says “remove the brackets” from poly- 
nomials of polynomials. We must have unit and associativity laws: 
which follow automatically it we put ~x=~~,-(X). In our case, we have just had a 
lucky escape from considering (sets of)j sets! If we have an algebra for a monad, 
removing brackets from a polynomial of polynomials and calculating must be the 
same as calculating twice, so the diagram 
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must commute. 
Theorem 3.3.8. SDom is the category of algebras for the monad; in other words the 
adjunction is monadic. 
Proof. It only remains to check that (X, sX) satisfies the additional equation for an 
(5, V, p)-algebra, i.e. that the above square commutes when we put [=sX and 
,D~= ctgcX). This follows from the fact that E X : S(X) --t X (horizontally) is a projec- 
tion (Corollary 3.1.5) and hence a stable map and E : 9+ id (vertically) a natural 
transformation with respect to stable maps (Proposition 3.2.3((r)). q 
3.4. Limits in SDom 
Being able to express a category as a category of algebras gives us a good grasp 
on its structure, and in particular makes it easy to construct limits. 
Theorem 3.41. Let U : &+ g be the forgetful functor for a monad (it is called 
monadic or, ugh!, triplable). Then U creates limits, i.e. if d : I + d is any diagram 
such that d;U has a limit L in VZ (the limit of the ‘underlying objects’) then there 
is a unique structure map 5 : F(L) + L making (L, 5) the limit in d with limiting cone 
that for 6’. U also creates regular monos (subalgebra inclusions). 
Proof. See [31, Chapter III], [32] or [3, $3.41. 0 
Unfortunately our monad is not over Set, so it is not completely trivial. However 
we can do it indirectly. (The following results are exercises.) 
Lemma 3.4.2. The underlying set functor Pos --t Set is not monadic, but nevertheless 
creates limits. 0 
Proposition 3.4.3. Dom is the category of algebras for the monad (Idl, 1, U’) on 
Pos. 0 
Corollary 3.4.4. SDom + Dom + Pos + Set creates limits. 0 
Exercise 3.4.5. Show that the forgetful functor SDom + Pos is also monadic. What 
is the relationship with the monad s,,,,? 
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3.5. Injectivity 
One of the earliest known properties of continuous lattices (with the Scott 
topology) was that they are exactly the injective To-spaces (or locales) with respect 
to subspace inclusions. Similarly one can show that boundedly-complete continuous 
posets are injective with respect to dense inclusions. What is the corresponding pro- 
perty for L-domains? 
In terms of locales, i: X’-+X is a subspace inclusion iff i,;i*= id, and then 
j = i*; i, is a nucleus: it is inflationary, idempotent and preserves binary meets. 
Spatially, 
i,(U) = int(CTU(X\X’)) 
for (/Cx’ open. So i is dense iff i, (or j) preserves I. We are looking for a stronger 
condition than density, and it turns out to be that i, (or j) preserves disjoint unions. 
Definition 3.5.1. A continuous function f is locally dense if f, preserves disjoint 
unions. 
Examples 3.5.2. (a) rx : X-+ g(X) is locally dense and continuous (but not stable): 
Corollary 2.4.6; 
(b) any stable map is locally dense iff it is a homomorphism. 
Lemma 3.5.3. The following are equivalent for a continuous map f :X+ Y in 
LCLoc: 
(a) f * preserves connectedness; 
(p) f, preserves disjoint unions; 
( y) g(f) is a homomorphism. 
Proof. ((w o /I) Let I/E CQ(Y) and Vi E Q(X) be disjoint. Then 
Z!i. VCf,(U,) H VCuf*(U,) (V connected), 
VcUf*(U;) * Vcf* II u, 
( > 
(P), 
i i 
VCf* ulJi * f*(v)cIlui 
( > 
(f *-lf*)Y 
i i 
f *(V)cu Uj * 3!i. f *(V)C U, (a), 
B!i. f*(V)CU, H 8!i. VCf,(U,) (f*i f,). 
(a * y) Cf. Proof of Proposition 3.2.5: k(? V) is singleton iff f * preserves con- 
nectedness. q 
Proposition 3.5.4. IE LCSp is injective with respect o locally dense subspace inclu- 
sions iff ZeLDom. 
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Proof. (-) ql: I+ g(I) is such an inclusion, so id1 must extend to a postinverse 
and hence make la @‘(I). 
(=) Let i : XC, Y be locally dense, so g(i) : &F(X) -+ g(Y) has a left adjoint; but 
it is mono, so the adjoint is a postinverse c. For any f: X-1, let g= qr;c;g(f);el. 
Then 
i;g=i;qr;c;g(f);EI 
=qx;g(i);c;g(f);~~ (by naturality of V-Lemma 2.4.8) 
= 17x;Rf );&I (construction) 
=f ;)?,;&I (by naturality of YZ) 
=f (by 3.1.4) 
so g is the required extension off. 0 
Lemma 3.5.5. In fact it is the greatest extension. For suppose f = i;h; then 
h = h;q[;q= qy;g(h);q (naturality of q) 
zz qy;c;S(i);g(h);eI (C-I g(i)) 
=I;ly;C;s-(f);&~=g. 0 
Johnstone [24, $7.4.7ff] uses the fact that exponentiation (by an exponentiable 
space) preserves injectivity to characterise the exponentiables spaces as those whose 
open set lattices are continuous (and in [25] the exponentiable toposes as those 
which are continuous categories; Hyland [22] gives the corresponding result for 
locales). Unfortunately I cannot see any similarly slick argument for Jung’s ‘ex- 
ponentiability’ result [26], since we now want Xx to be itself exponentiable. 
Exercise 3.5.6. Show that the injectives for subalgebra inclusions in SDom are the 
continuous lattices. Hint: the four-point lattice has a two-point discrete subalgebra. 
4. Cartesian closure 
4.1. The Berry order 
In this final section we shall exploit the characterisation we have given for stable 
domains in terms of operations and equations to prove that the category is Cartesian 
closed. As usual, the main problem is to identify the exponential [A -+ B], whose 
points must correspond to stable maps from A to B since 1 generates in the category. 
What must the order relation be? Suppose f 5 g are two points of [A + B] enjoy- 
ing the order relation between them, and a’< a two points of A. Then in the product 
[A+B]xA. 
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(.La’>~(f,a> 
lA L/\ 
(g,a’)5(g,a) 
is a pullback, which must be preserved by the evaluation map ev : [A + B] xA -+ B 
since this is to be stable. Hence we make the following 
Definition 4.1.1. Two stable functions f, g : A + B are said to be comparable in the 
Berry order, written f Fg if, for all a’sa EA, f(a’) =f(a)~g(a’). 
This order relation is sparser than the pointwise order which we obtained from 
the monad (Lemma 2.3. lo), so what is wrong with the monad? Simply that we took 
the wrong order relation between continuous functions in LCSp. Indeed, 
Proposition 4.1.2. Letf,g :X3 Yin LCSp with fsgpointwise. Then the following 
are equivalent: 
(a) Wf) cm). 
(p) For all compact $1’5 0 E S(X) and t,u E 9(Y), if I+V 5 g(f)(@), S(g)(@‘), then 
w 5 Wf )(@‘). 
(y) For all VECQ(Y), Kg-‘(V)CKf-l(V). 
Proof. ((x */I) is trivial. 
(p 3 (x) Since .!F(Y) is algebraic, it suffices that I+V be compact; then ~5 
.9(f)(&,), g(g)(&) for some compact &, I 0 and 06 5 @‘, and by directedness we 
may assume q&Jr Go. 
(p N v) (y) means that if u’cg-‘(V) and UC U’nfpl(V) for some U, U’E CQ(X), 
then U’cf-l(V). Put @=?U, @‘=fU’and I+v=TV; any compact @‘<@~S(X)and 
w E 9(Y) arise in this way. 0 
So we may take (y) as the definition of the Berry order on continuous functions 
between locally connected spaces, and with this order the monad gives the Berry 
order on stable functions. 
Returning to Cartesian closure, in order that ev(f, a) be stable in f it is necessary 
(and sufficient) that directed joins and connected meets be constructed pointwise, 
and we devote the following two subsections to showing this. However it is essential 
that the systems of functions be directed (respectively connected) in the Berry order, 
because otherwise the result is a classic failure: 
Example 4.1.3. Let A = N U {w} with the usual order and B= 2. Consider the 
(stable) functions fj : A + B where f;(n) = T if n L i and I otherwise. Then (fi: i E IN) 
is a codirected system in the pointwise order, but 
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so /\_f; is not continuous. By reversing the order we have a pointwise directed 
system of stable functions whose join is not stable. 
4.2. Directed joins of sections 
Let fj : A -+ B be a directed system (in the Berry order) of stable functions. 
Lemma 4.2.1. f :=Aa. v:&(a) is a stable, continuous function. 
Proof. It is trivial to show that it is a continuous function. For stability off, let 
(aj: jeJ) be a connected system in A. By the stability of each f, we have 
l:=?“aj)=~VT~(aj)~VT?~(aj)=~~~(~a~)=f(~aj)=:r 
and we must show the reverse inequality. Since B is a continuous poset, it suffices 
to show that if x&l (which gives Vj. Xi. X<fi(aj)), then x<r. Choose j, E J ar- 
bitrarily, and suppose x<AO(aj,). By induction on the length of a zig-zag j,rj, L 
j,<... 2 j, = j (using connectedness) to an arbitrary je J, we shall show that 
Vj. XSfi,(aj). If j05 jr, trivially xrf;,(aj,) 5 fjo(aj,). Suppose j, 2 j, ; we have xs 
fi,(aj,) (w.1.o.g. &ri,). So using fi, ‘Ai, we have that 
fi&aj,) - &(ajJ 
Y I 
fi,(aj,> - .&(a,,> 
is a pullback, whence x<fi,,(aj,). NOW we have x~/\~f;&aj)~r. q 
Exercise 4.2.2. Explain how this proof avoids the counterexample 4.1.3. 
Lemma 4.2.3. For each i, f, cf. 
Proof. For al 6, the rectangle 
fib> ---- fj(a) - VT.!+) 
_fXb) - fj@) - V’fj(b) 
must be a pullback. As before, suppose yefi(b), V’&(a), so for some j (w.l.0.g. 
ilj), rsfi(b), f,(a). But fi Efj, SO rsA(a). El 
Lemma 4.2.4. If Vi. f, E g, then f C g. 
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Proof. Again for a I b the right-hand square 
J(a) - VThW - g(a) 
f,(b) - VT_&@) - g(b) 
must be a pullback. Let yeg(a), VTfi(b), SO yIg(a),f,(b) for some i. But f;- Eg, 
so y <fi(a) 5 V?fi(a). 0 
Proposition 4.2.5. The poset of stable functions with the Berry order has directed 
joins, and these are constructed pointwise. 0 
4.3. Connected meets of sections 
Let fj : A + B be a connected system (in the Berry order) of stable funtions. 
Lemma 4.3.1. f :=Aa. Ah(a) is a stable, continuous section. 
Proof. It is stable because connected meets commute with each other. The proof of 
continuity is essentially the same as that of stability of a directed join, but it is so 
remarkable that this works that it is well worth repeating. Let (a, : i E I) be a directed 
system in A with a = Vtai; by continuity of each fj and the definition off we have 
I:=f VTa. =l\f V’aj)=~V’f,cai)2Vt~fi(a,)=VTf(aj)=:r 
(ii) j’(i ji ij i 
and we must show the reverse inequality. By continuity of B, it suffices to show that 
if xel (which gives Vj. Xi. x<fj(a;)), then x~r. Choose j, E J arbitrarily, and sup- 
pose x~f,,(aj,); by induction on the length of a zig-zag j, 5 jr 2 j, I .a. 2 j, = j (using 
connectedness) to an arbitrary je J we shall show that Vj. x<fj(a,). If j,l j,, 
trivially xlfj,,(a;,,)Ifi,(ai,,). Suppose j02jl; we have xl&,(a;,) (w.1.o.g. i,< il). So 
using fj,,? fj, we have 
-f;,(a,,) - J;&J 
.fj,(ai,) --- &@i, 1 
is a pullback, whence xlfj,(a,). NOW we have XS/\~ fj(a,)lr. 0 
Lemma 4.3.2. For each j, f Lfj. 
Proof. We must show that the square 
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l\fj(b> -f,(b) 
is a pullback for a< b and some fixed i. Let ylfi(a), l\J;(b), so Vj. y<&(b). We 
have to show that y’&(a) by induction on the length of a zig-zag from i toj. For 
a one-step path there are the two cases i<j and izj; the first of these follows by 
J; L 4, whilst the second follows trivially since y Q(a) Ifi in the pointwise 
order. For a longer path, j = iO 5 il I iz I i3 I ... 4 i, = i, in the context of Vi. y <fi(b) 
we use this to show that y<&(a) - yrfi,+,(a). 0 
Lemma 4.3.3. If Vj. g Gfj, then also g Cf. 
Proof. Again for al b the left-hand square 
g(a) - Afi@l -----+ fi(al 
g(b) - Af,@> -f,(b) 
must be a pullback. For any i, since g 5fi, the rectangle is a pullback, and by the 
right-hand square is too. 0 
Proposition 4.3.4. The poset of stable functions with the Berry order has connected 
meets, and these are constructed pointwise. 0 
4.4. Cartesian closure 
Proposition 4.4.1. The poset of stable functions with the Berry order is a stable 
domain, and evaluation at a chosen point is a stable function. 
Proof. It only remains to show that connected meets distribute over directed joins. 
But these are both calculated pointwise, so the result follows from the fact that every 
principal lower set of B is a continuous lattice. Stability of evaluation is the same 
as saying that directed joins and connected meets of functions are calculated point- 
wise. 0 
Lemma 4.4.2. ev : [A +X] XA -+X is stable. 
Proof. To show that is preserves filtered colimits we first observe that it is con- 
tinuous in each argument separately. Then recall that separate and joint continuity 
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are equivalent, because when we take the colimit twice over the same filtered 
diagram, we may replace it by the ‘diagonal’. The same argument applies to co- 
directed meets. 
The pullback diagram 
U-i,Q,> - (f3r a,> 
I I 
(f2,02> ----+ (f4,4) 
splits into pullbacks in [A +X] and in A. Then each square of 
.fi(al) - fl@3) - f3@3) 
f&2> - fl@4) - f3@4) 
1 f, &fi 1 evuj stable 1 
f2@2) - fib41 - f4@4) 
(which is part of a 4D cube) is a pullback. q 
Theorem 4.4.3. SDom is Cartesian closed. 
Proof. The adjunctive correspondence (Currying) between f: A x B * C and g : A --t 
[B-t C] is completely standard. The counit is ev, which we have already shown to 
be stable, whilst the unit is a H (b - (a, 6)). For fixed a, b - (4 6) preserves directed 
joins and connected meets (but not T or I), and (since they are constructed point- 
wise for functions) so does a - (b y (a, 6)). Naturality and the triangular identities 
are standard and trivial. 0 
Note added in proof. Lemma 4.3.1 follows immediately from Lemma 4.3.2 together 
with distributivity of binary meets over directed joins. Infinitary directed distribu- 
tivity is another red herring! [42] 
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